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are the same free electrons that allow the metals
to conduct electricity    It is thought not
We are accustomed to think of magnets as
metallic Actually the magnet originally dis
covered by the Chinese waa the mineral lodestone
which is a non metallic oxide of iron Nowadays
a number of non metallic magnets are made
They are called ferrdes and some are insulators
ind some are semi-conductors The combination
of magnetism and insulation is technically very
valuable in radio radar and other applications
The explanation of fenite behaviour is related to
that of metallic ferromagnetiani, but is not the
same
 THE WORLD OF SCIENCE
Conclusion
The aim of the second part of this account of
physics is to show how our conception of funda
mental particles allows us to build theories of the
properties of matter This very aim shows that
the two major divisions of physics referred to
at the beginning (F9) are divided only m the way
that labour is divided by co operating workers to
lighten the tajk For the task of physics is a very
great one—no less than to explain the behaviour
of matter and since the universe living and
inanimate is made of matter physics must
necessarily underlie all the other sciences
III     THE WORLD  OF THE  CHEMISTS
WHAT CHEMISTRY IS ABOUT
The science of chemistry is concerned v, ith the
properties of atoms the laws governing their com
bfflation to form molecules and more generally
With the behaviour of materials composed of large
numbers of molecules Thus chemistry boiders
on or lather mterpenetiates physics—a fact
illustrated by the e-ustence of professional journals
de\ Died to chemical physics and " physical
chemistry Physics is more concerned with the
fundamental nature of matcer and radiation
chemistry concentrates on the ways in which
atoms combine or can be made to combine with
each, other to form innumerable compounds
Chemistry also merges with the life sciences where
it deals as in biochemistry with the properties of
the complex molecular building blocks of living
organisms eg proteins carbohydrates nucleic
acids Because of its comprehensiveness the
science of chemistry has been subdivided into what
were at one time convenient sub sciences e a
organic chemistry electrochemistry but here too
the borderlines are becoming progressively blurred
Our task here will he to outline some of the ideas m
use by present day chemists
ELEMENTS AND COMPOUNDS
Electron Shells and Stability
The reader will find in Part II a brief description
of the atom and definitions of atomic number
atomic weight Isotope and other terms The
simplest atom is hydrogen (H) with atomic
number 1 Some common elements with, their
chemical symbols and atomic numbers are —
carbon (0) 6 o-cygeu (0) 8 sodium (Na) 11
chlorine (Cl) 17 calcium (Ca) 20 silver (Ag) 47
and uranium (U) 02 Let us now consider atoms
in more detail
The electrons hi atoms mo\e m well defined
orbits and the orbits fall into well defined groups
called shells If all the orbits m a shell have
electrons actually present In them the shell is
filled or closed and this confers on the shell an
unusual stability or inertness Conversely un
filled shells lead to activity and the electrons in the
incompletely filled shells largely determine the
chemical and physical properties of the element
and are responsible for the combination of atoms
to form molecules The inner shell i e the one
nearest the nucleus can accommodate only two
electrons (the element helium has just that mini
her) and the next two shells can hold eight each
Large atoms, e g lead radium, have many filled
shells and subject to special exceptions the
general rule Is that the Inner sheila are the filled
ones and the outer shell may be incomplete
Elements which have eaual numbers of electrons
in then- outer shell resemble each other Thus the
elements with complete electronic shells are
chemically unreactive gases, e a argon and neon
(minor constituents of the atmosphere) Ele
ments with just one electron in the outer shell are
highly reactive metals, e g sodium and potassium
whereas those with just one electron too few are
also reactive but are not metals e g chlorine
bromine, iodine
 ISoIeeules Ion   and Bonds
The general tendency of matter is for those
changes that -ue possible to go on happening until
a lasting arrangement or stable state is reached
Atoms with closed shells are stable but atoms with
unfilled shells can achieve stability in several-ways
of which two are as follows
(i) Tleclron sharing
"When atoms share electrons the resulting
structure composed of several atoms is known as
a molecule The simplest case is the molecule of
hydrogen composed of two atoms each contri
butmg one electron Thus each atom wul have a
share of two electrons which is the number re
auned to fill completely the inner shell The
shared electrons constitute a chemical bond and
confer stability on the resulting hydrogen mole
cule
A more complex molecule is carbon tetra
chloride COk Here the carbon atom with four
electrons in its outer shell is bonded to four
chlorine atoms each of which needs one electron to
complete a set of eighf Thus by sharing the
electrons each of the five atoms can form a com
plete shell of eight electrons The properties of
the resulting molecular species do not usually bear
any resemblance to the constituent atoms
Whereas molecular chlorine is a gas and carbon is
a solid carbon tetrachloride is a liquid which finds
application as a dry cleaning fluid
(m) Electron transfer
Another method of completing electron shells
is by transfer of one or more electrons from an
atom with one or two electrons hi Its outer shell to
one with that number too few Thus sodium
with one electron in its outer shell will combine
with chlorine, deficient in one electron This
results m two electronically stab'e species (ions)
both of which carry electric charges Thus the
sodium will now have a net positive charge of 1
unit (11 protons 10 electrons) whereas the
chlorine has an excess negative charge (17 protons
18 electrons) Because of these electric charges
solutions of ionic substances conduct electricity
and this property is utilised in industrial processes
such as electroplating and in the extraction of
metals from their ores
Thus the electrons which participate in the
formation of chemical bonds are those in partly
filled shells (valence electrons) and the simplest
and most stable type of bonds are those m which
two electrons are shared (a covalent bond) and
those in which, there is a net transfer of electrons
(an ionic bond) Sometimes in order to attain a
complete electronic shell a chemical bond will
reaulre the sharing of four or even six electrons
The resulting molecules are highly reactive and will
readily and sometimes violently combine with
other molecules or atoms to achieve the greater
stability associated with the two electron eova
lent bond
Molecules must not be envisaged as rigid assem
blies of atoms with electrons uniformly distributed
around the various nuclei The properties of

